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IMPORTANT INFORMATION REGARDING SECOND STAGE CBT IN GDCE 2018 
 

In the following Examination Groups, a Second Stage Computer Based Test (CBT) will be held: 

EXAMINATION 
GROUP POSTS 

EXAM GROUP-1 

TECHNICIAN-III (WELDER) 

TECHNICIAN-III (BLACK SMITH) 

TECHNICIAN-III (CARPENTER) 

TECHNICIAN-III (DIESEL MECHANICAL) 

TECHNICIAN-III (SIGNAL) (ESM-III) 
TECHNICIAN-III  (TELECOMMUNICATION) 
(TCM-III) 
ASSISTANT LOCO PILOT 

EXAM GROUP-2 TECHNICIAN-II (SIGNAL) (ESM-II) 

EXAM GROUP-3 

JUNIOR ENGINEER / ELECTRICAL 

JUNIOR ENGINEER/TMC 

JUNIOR ENGINEER, MECH/C&W 

EXAM GROUP-4 COMMERCIAL-CUM-TICKET CLERK 

EXAM GROUP-5 
SR COMMERCIAL-CUM-TICKET CLERK 

STATION MASTER 
 

The schedule of the Second Stage CBT will be announced later. Efforts are being made to 
organise it in the month of April 2019. The details of the Second Stage CBT for the above Exam 
Groups are as under: 

1. EXAM GROUP-1: 
A. The Second Stage CBT shall comprise of two sections. Part-A of the CBT will have 100 

multiple choice type questions and will be of 90 minutes duration. Part-B will have 75 
multiple choice type questions and the duration will be 60 minutes. 

B. Marks obtained in Part-A of the CBT will be used for short listing the candidates for 
the subsequent stages of the recruitment process. The passing marks for various 
categories will be UR-40%, OBC-30%, SC-30% and ST-25%. However, the candidates 
short listed for Second Stage CBT on the basis of the First Stage CBT against a 
reservation category other than UR shall be considered against the particular 
reservation category only, irrespective of the marks obtained by them in the Second 
Stage CBT. 

C. The questions in Part-A will be from the fields of Basic Science and Engineering, 
General Knowledge, Current Affairs, General Intelligence and Reasoning and 
Mathematics. 

D. Part-B of the Second Stage CBT will be of qualifying nature and the marks obtained in 
this section shall not be considered for determining the merit order. Candidates will 
have to obtain at least 35% marks in this section to be considered qualified. At the 
time of downloading the Call Letters for the Second Stage CBT, the candidates will 
have to choose the trade in which they want to appear in the Part-B of the CBT. 
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Candidates are advised to choose the option very carefully as the trade once selected 
cannot be changed. The questions will be from the selected trade. 

E. The candidates who have ITI/Act Apprentice qualification will have to choose the 
trade in which they have qualified ITI/Act Apprentice. In case of mismatch, their 
candidature may be cancelled or they may not be considered for the posts for which 
they possess the technical qualifications. 

F. Based on the trades indicated by the short listed candidates in their application forms, 
following options of trades will be available to the candidates: Mechanic Automobile, 
Electrician, Electronics Mechanic, Mechanic Diesel, Welder, Fitter, Instrument 
Mechanic, Tractor Mechanic, Machinist, Mechanic Radio and TV, Mechanic Motor 
Vehicle, Refrigeration and Air  Conditioning Mechanic, Turner, Wireman, Carpenter. 

G. Candidates who do not have ITI/Act Apprentice/Diploma qualifications and have 
qualified 10+2 with Physics and Mathematics will be eligible for the posts of Tech-
III/Tele and Tech-III/Sig only. They should choose a special trade “Maths & Physics”. 
If, they choose any other trade, they will not be considered for any of the posts. The 
Maths & Physics trade shall have questions on Mathematics and Physics of 10+2 
standard. 

H. Candidates who do not have ITI/Act Apprentice qualifications but have 
Diploma/Degree in various specified streams will be considered for the post of ALP 
only. Such candidates should choose their trades for Part-B of the CBT as under: 

Diploma/Degree Discipline Trade which may be chosen 
Electrical Engineering and combination of 
various streams of Electrical Engineering 

Electrician, Instrument Mechanic, Wiremen, 
Refrigeration and Air 
Conditioning Mechanic 

Electronics Engineering and combination of 
various streams of Electronics Engineering 

Electronics Mechanic, Mechanic Radio & TV 

Mechanical Engineering and combination of 
various streams of Mechanical Engineering 

Fitter, Mechanic Motor Vehicle, Tractor 
Mechanic, Mechanic Diesel, Turner, 
Machinist, Refrigeration and Air 
Conditioning Mechanic 

Automobile Engineering and combination of 
various streams of Automobile Engineering 

Mechanic Motor Vehicle, Tractor Mechanic, 
Mechanic Diesel, Refrigeration and Air 
Conditioning Mechanic 

I. For the post of ALP, there will be an Aptitude Test. Candidates short listed on the basis 
of the Second Stage CBT will have to pass the Aptitude Test for being considered for 
the post of ALP. 

J. There will be negative marking in the Second Stage CBT and 1/3 marks will be 
deducted for every wrong answer. 
 

2. EXAM GROUP-2: 
A. In the Second Stage CBT, there will be a single examination. The question paper will 

have 150 multiple choice type questions. The total duration of the examination will be 
120 minutes. 

B. 50 questions will be from General Knowledge, Physics and Chemistry, Basics of 
Computers and Applications, Basics of Environment and Pollution Control etc.  

C. The remaining 100 questions will be of Technical nature. The questions will be from 
the fields of Electronics Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Computer Science, 
Information Technology and Physics. 

D. The passing marks for various categories will be UR-40%, OBC-30%, SC-30% and ST-
25%. However, the candidates short listed for Second Stage CBT on the basis of the 
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First Stage CBT against a reservation category other than UR shall be considered 
against the particular reservation category only, irrespective of the marks obtained by 
them in the Second Stage CBT 

E. There will be negative marking in the Second Stage CBT and 1/3 marks will be 
deducted for every wrong answer. 

 
3. EXAM GROUP-3: 

A. In the Second Stage CBT, the question paper will have 150 multiple choice type 
questions. The total duration of the examination will be 120 minutes. 

B. 50 questions will be from General Knowledge, Physics and Chemistry, Basics of 
Computers and Applications, Basics of Environment and Pollution Control etc. These 
questions will be common for all the candidates. 

C. The remaining 100 questions will be on Technical Abilities. At the time of 
downloading the Call Letter for the Second Stage CBT, the candidate will have to 
choose one of the following groups for the questions on the technical abilities: 

i. Mechanical and Allied Engineering Group 
ii. Electrical and Allied Engineering Group 
iii. Electronics and Allied Engineering Group 

Thus, there will be three different question papers having 50 common questions and 
100 other questions pertaining to the group selected by the candidate. 

D. The marks obtained by the candidates in three sets of question papers will be 
normalised and the normalised marks shall form the basis of determining the merit 
position. 

E. The passing marks for various categories will be UR-40%, OBC-30%, SC-30% and ST-
25%. However, the candidates short listed for Second Stage CBT on the basis of the 
First Stage CBT against a reservation category other than UR shall be considered 
against the particular reservation category only, irrespective of the marks obtained by 
them in the Second Stage CBT. 

F. There will be negative marking in the Second Stage CBT and 1/3 marks will be 
deducted for every wrong answer. 

 
4. EXAM GROUP-4 

A. In the Second Stage CBT, the question paper will have 150 multiple choice type 
questions. The total duration of the examination will be 120 minutes. 

B. The questions will be of the standard of the Minimum Educational Qualification. The 
subjects which will be covered broadly are, General Knowledge, Current Affairs, 
General Intelligence, Reasoning, Mathematics and General Science etc. 

C. The passing marks for various categories will be UR-40%, OBC-30%, SC-30% and ST-
25%. However, the candidates short listed for Second Stage CBT on the basis of the 
First Stage CBT against a reservation category other than UR shall be considered 
against the particular reservation category only, irrespective of the marks obtained by 
them in the Second Stage CBT. 

D. There will be negative marking in the Second Stage CBT and 1/3 marks will be 
deducted for every wrong answer. 
 

5. EXAM GROUP-5 
A. In the Second Stage CBT, the question paper will have 150 multiple choice type 

questions. The total duration of the examination will be 120 minutes. 
B. The questions will be of the standard of the Minimum Educational Qualification. The 

subjects which will be covered broadly are, General Knowledge, Current Affairs, 
General Intelligence, Reasoning, Mathematics and General Science etc. 
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C. The passing marks for various categories will be UR-40%, OBC-30%, SC-30% and ST-
25%. However, the candidates short listed for Second Stage CBT on the basis of the 
First Stage CBT against a reservation category other than UR shall be considered 
against the particular reservation category only, irrespective of the marks obtained by 
them in the Second Stage CBT. 

D. For the post of ASM, there will be an Aptitude Test. Candidates short listed on the 
basis of the Second Stage CBT will have to pass the Aptitude Test for being considered 
for the post of ASM. 

E. There will be negative marking in the Second Stage CBT and 1/3 marks will be 
deducted for every wrong answer. 

 

 


